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We show that the 2-category of toposes and inverse images of geometric morphisms is 
2-monadic over the 2-category of locally presentable categories and cocontinuous functors 
between them. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us recall that the construction of the free commutative R-algebra, which is the 
polynomial R-algebra R [X] 
RC 1 Set - R-Alg 
can be obtained as a composite of two functors, the commutative monoid monad 
Set Z Set 
and the free R-module 
Set & R-Mod, 
where PX = Rtx) is the set of R-valued functions on X with finite support, so that 
R[X] = PX*. 
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Let us also recall that the construction of the free commutative R-algebra can be 
described in the opposite order as well, as the construction of the free R-module first, 
followed by the construction of the free commutative monoid on the symmetric 
monoidal category R-Mod of R-modules 
c 
R-Mod 7 R-Alg, 
‘u 
which is usually called the construction of the symmetric R-algebra. 
Motivated by Lawvere’s lectures [7] on “intensive-extensive quantities”, we wish to 
repeat here such constructions, but now at the level of categories. The analogy will be 
that the base ring R is the base topos Set of sets, so that, from this point of view, the 
category R-Mod will be understood as the 2-category Set-Mod of the locally small, 
Set-cocomplete categories; hence, the free Set-module on a small category @ is the 
category of presheaves on C 
PC = [Cop, Set]. 
This analogy is not perfect, since we should take into account the “size” of 
a Set-module. So, we should take as the substitute of R-Mod, the full sub-2- 
category 
A = Set-Mod,,,, 
of Set-Mod determined by the “small presented quotients of small generated andjiee” 
Set-modules, meaning the Set-cocomplete categories d which appear as coinverters in 
Set-Mod 
PC&-d 
of a diagram of the form 
As Kelly pointed out to us , the 2-category A is nothing but the 2-category of “locally 
presentable categories” and cocontinuous functors between them, as it can be easily 
proved by using the characterization K6 of [lo]. 
We still have to define the substitutes of commutative monoids, which we will take 
to be the 2-category Lex of small categories with finite limits, and of the category 
R-Algebras, which we will take to be the 2-category R of left exact rejections 
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(“localizations”) 
a 
PC I x 
- 
of presheaf categories and cocontinuous, left exact functors between them. It is well 
known that R is the dual of the 2-category 
R = TopoP 
of Grothendieck toposes and geometric morphisms. Already in [lo] is mentioned that 
an object of R is in fact also an object of A, so that we have a forgetful functor from 
R to A. The functor “free commutative monoid” is then replaced by the 2-functor free 
left exact category 
Cat 0’ Cat. 
It is well known that also in this case the “polynomial R-algebra” is given by 
Set[@] = PC*, 
since Set [C] is a Grothendieck topos (“commututiue R-algebra”) and, for all toposes 
?Y there is a natural equivalence between the category of functors 
and the category of cocontinuous left exact functors (“R-algebra homomorphisms”) 
We claim that also in this case there exists the symmetric R-algebra construction 
c 
ATR, 
‘u 
as the left biadjoint to the forgetful 2-functor U, and that the construction can be 
carried out in an algebraic spirit. The symmetric topos was shown to exist in Cl], as 
the classifying topos of the theory of Lawvere distributions [7]. Although there is no 
difference between the “logical” and the “algebraic” construction of the symmetric 
topos, there is a definite difference of flavor in the presentation, and new perspectives 
are opened up by the algebraic approach employed here. 
The algebraic construction that we give of the symetric topos Cd does not make 
use of the tensor product in A arising from the tensor tensor product of Set- 
cocomplete categories, although the latter can be shown to exist in A, using results of 
[S] and of [S]. Not only we do not need to employ this tensor product, but also we feel 
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that is not directly suited for defining “commutative R-algebras” as in ordinary 
algebra, using maps in A only. 
Our main result is a characterization of Grothendieck toposes which is internal to 
A, thus answering a question that has been open for some time (see [8]). We also show 
that the forgetful 2-functor U : R + A is 2-monadic and in fact more, that the resulting 
monad is a “Kock-ZGberlein” doctrine [6], so that Grothendieck toposes can be 
viewed as algebras for the “symmetric monad” on A. We end up by showing that for 
each object of A, there exists a canonically constructed topos having an equivalent 
symmetric topos, so that any symmetric topos can be calculated by means of 
a Grothendieck topology. Let us point out that the construction and the properties of 
the “symmetric algebra” apply in the context of sub-lattices and frames too. 
We must mention that the work of Pitts (see [8,9]) has been certainly inspiring for 
our work, and that discussions with Bill Lawvere and Max Kelly were extremely 
illuminating. 
2. The lex completion of a category 
About the existence of the left biadjoint 
Cat z Lex 
to the forgetful 2-functor 
Lex --% Cat 
from the 2-category Lex of small left exact categories to the 2-category Cat of small 
categories, there is no question. In fact, U is even 2-monadic, as it has been observed 
by several authors. In particular, this 2-monad is a “Kock-Ziiberlein doctrine” [6], 
which means that the 2-category of algebras, i.e. lex categories and lex functors, is 
(equivalent to) the 2-category of objects for which “structure is (right) adjoint to a fully 
faithful unit”. As it is well explained in [6], this is a phenomenon which occurs in 
many kinds of “(co)-completion” processes. However, in view of possible characteriza- 
tion theorems, it will be quite useful to have an explicit semantic description of the lex 
completion @* of a category C. We will describe the completion in two steps, first by 
freely adding finite products, then by freely adding equalizers to a category with finite 
products, by a construction due to Pitts [9]. 
The finite product completion of a category is quite simple; first recall that the 
(finite) sum completion Cz of a category C is nothing but the category Fam(@) of 
(Jinite) families of objects of @: objects are families 
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of objects of @ indexed by a (finite) set I; morphisms 
(Ci)icI + (Dj)jcJ 
are pairs (4,f), where r$ : I + J is a function, and f is a family of maps of C 
fi: G + D+(i) 
indexed by I. Knowing that Fam(@) so defined is in fact the (finite) sums completion 
of C it is immediate to realize that the product completion @, is 
@u = (Fam(CoP))OP. 
Note that the categories S with sums of the form Fam(@) can be characterized as 
those categories in which every object can be (uniquely) written as a (finite) sum of 
connected objects, i.e. objects S such that the covariant representable functor preserves 
(finite) sums. Hence the categories P of the form Cn can dually be characterized as 
those categories in which every object can be (uniquely) written as a (finite) product of 
primes, i.e. of objects P such that the contravariant representable functor preserves 
(finite) products. 
As for the equalizer completion of a category with products, we take the opportun- 
ity to report here the unpublished construction of Pitts (see [9]). The first remark is 
that a category with products has equalizers if and only if it has equalizers of 
corejexive pairs. Then, given a category P with finite products, the objects of the 
equalizer completion P,, are coreflexive pairs X of P: 
a0 
X0 -fX++Xo, /&=1=pa,. 
6 
Given such a coreflexive pair X, an object V of P and morphisms 
fo 
X-V 
OTT+ ’ 
X,h.V 
in [Fp, write 
h: $3 -f1, 
if h8i =fi, i = 0,l. Let N be the equivalence relation on P(Xo, V) generated by the 
reflexive relation 
3W fo -f1). 
Given two coreflexive pairs X and Y, say that f: X0 + Y. is a premorphism X + Y if 
a,f N a,f. Then a morphism X + Y is a N -equivalence class of such premorphisms: 
write 1 fl for the class of f: X0 + Yo. Premorphisms are closed under composition in 
P and the latter respects the equivalence relation on premorphisms. Then composition 
in P,, is well defined by 
Cd u-1 = Cdl, 
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and the identity morphism on X is then [lx,]. There is an obvious full and faithful 
functor 
A : P -P Peq, 
and one can now show that P,, so defined has all finite limits and is in fact thefree 
such one over the category P with finite products. It should not be too hard now to 
characterize lex categories of the form P,, in terms of regular injectiue objects, and 
from this to characterize categories of the form @*. 
As a last comment, first notice that the construction of the equalizer completion of 
a category with finite products can be dualized to give the coequalizer completion SSCoeq 
of a category with finite sums. Also, if the starting category has all small products 
(sums), then the equalizer (coequalizer) completion is in fact the limit (colimit) comple- 
tion, so that starting with a small category @ we get 
(Fam(@)cocq N PC = [Cop, Set] 
and 
((Fam(@“P))“P),, N [C, SetloP, 
since they enjoy the same universal property. A remark about the difference of the two 
descriptions contained in [2] is that, at least when Cr = Fam(@) is lex, then the 
coequalizer completion can be replaced by the “exact completion” ( )_, which does 
not require the formation of a free equivalence relation in the construction. 
3. An “algebraic” construction of the symmetric topos 
Besides the problem of “size”, there are other reasons why the analogy with 
modules and commutative algebras is not perfect. The first is that algebras in our 
more general context are defined to be “quotient algebras” of free modules (which 
anyway are algebras, for the pointwise multiplication), rather than of “free algebra” as 
in ordinary algebra; the second is that whereas in algebra a multiplication is a struc- 
ture on the underlying module, in our context it is in fact a property of the underlying 
cocomplete category. 
However, there is a remarkable analogy with modules and algebras pointed out by 
Pitts (see [8, Theorem 2.3]), namely that finite 2-colimits in R (exist and) are finite 
2-colimits in Set-Mod; in particular, coinverters in R are coinverters in Set-Mod. In 
other words, the forgetful 2-functor from R to Set-Mod preserves finite colimits, and 
hence coinverters too, which is an indication of a possible monadicity. To give an 
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“algebraic” description of the left biadjoint Z to the forgetful 2-functor 
without using the tensor product in A, this is all we need. 
Observe now that in the algebraic case, the construction of the symmetric algebra 
on a given module A without explicitly using the tensor product, can be given as 
follows: choose a set of generators for A, say X, so that A appears as a quotient of the 
free module on X. Then lift the defining relations of A to the polynomial algebra 
R [X] on the same set X of variables and take the generated congruence in algebras; 
finally, take the quotient CA in algebras. Clearly, we can repeat this construction in 
our categorical context, as follows. 
Theorem 3.1. The Zeft biadjoint C to the forgetful 2-functor U 
can be constructed as follows: given an object ZI of A, choose a presentation as 
a coinverter in Set-Mod 
then Zd may be given as the coinverter in R 
d: 
of the 2-cell induced via lex completions at the level of small categories. 
Proof. Since the full inclusions 
i:@ -r@*, 
j:D+D*, 
induce the canonical sequence of three adjoints, only two of them being always 
cocontinuous and commuting with the Yoneda embeddings, we get the diagram in A, 
where the squares with the d’s, d*‘s, j! and i! (as well as the squares with the d’s, d*‘s, j* 
and i*) commute up to natural isomorphisms, and the functors d,*, d: and b are lex 
(i.e. in R): 
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The universal property now follows from the equivalences of categories: 
PD 
j! I 
pIID* 
4 
PC’ 
where 9Y is a topos, the subscripts 0 and o* indicate that we consider only those 
functors which coinvert c or o*, and the equivalences are induced, respectively, by 
composition with b, i! and a. The map q is then as usual the image of the identity of 
Cd. I-J 
4. A characterization of Grothendieck toposes as cocomplete categories 
Results obtained in [8] about Grothendieck toposes and geometric morphisms that 
derive from regarding Grothendieck toposes and inverse images of geometric mor- 
phisms as cocomplete categories and cocontinuous functors, led him, and others, to 
speculate on the possibility of describing Grothendieck toposes in terms of cocom- 
plete categories. The “model” was the way in which in the work of [3] the theory of 
frames is described in the setting of “commutative algebra” over sup-lattices and 
sup-preserving maps, regarded as the base category of “modules”. We recall that 
frames were characterized as certain kinds of commutative monoids in the symmetric 
monoidal category of sup-lattices; we also recall that the characterization is not 
internal to sup-lattices, ince it does use external maps. As recognized by Pitts, “we do 
not know an analogous characterization of Grothendieck toposes over the 2-category 
of cocomplete categories, equipped with its tensor product (and possibly other, more 
complicated things)“. 
We do not solve the problem as stated in those terms above; instead, we character- 
ize Grothendieck toposes over the 2-category A of small generated, small presented 
locally small cocomplete categories, without explicitly involving the tensor product on 
A (whose existence can be easily shown using results in [S] and in [S]), but using the 
extra datum of the symmetric monad on A. We point out that the characterization we 
obtain is internal to A and that the whole discussion can be carried out also in the 
simpler example of sup-lattices and frames, where no smallness conditions are needed, 
so giving an alternative characterization of frames, which is now internal to sup- 
lattices, but which refers to the extra datum of the symmetric monad on sup-lattices. 
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The following very general fact about adjunctions, which is stated and proved in 
[4], will be a basic ingredient for the characterization. 
Lemma 4.1. Let a be a sequence of three adjoints 
(a: a! -i a* -I a,); then the counit 
a*a, * 1 
is invertible if and only if the unit 
1 * a*a! 
is invertible. 
From this lemma follows a general fact about essential localizations, also basically 
contained in [4], although not explicitly mentioned. 
Corollary 4.1. Zf 55 is a topos, then the category of idempotent cocontinuous comonads 
on S, equivalently the category of idempotent comonads on 95” as an object of A, is 
isomorphic to the lattice of essential localizations of 97. 
Proof. First, given an essential localization of a topos 37 
- 
I 
a:&-% 
I 
e . 
(a: a! •i a* -I a,); then by one-half of the previous lemma follows that the unit x is 
invertible, so that the composite a!a* defines a cocontinuous idempotent comonad 
on %. 
Conversely, given an idempotent cocontinuous comonad C on S?, let I be the 
category of coalgebras. B is a full coreflective replete subcategory of X, 
which is cocomplete and such that the coreflector is cocontinuous. Since X is a topos, 
then it appears as a full reflective subcategory of a presheaf category. Hence, as any 
cocontinuous functor from a reflective full subcategory of presheaf category, a* has 
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a further right adjoint a,. But now, using the other half of the lemma, we can deduce 
that a, is full and faithful, so that d appears as an essential localization of X. To show 
that the two correspondences are mutually inverse is obvious. •l 
Let us now consider more carefully the defining diagram of Cd 
4 b 
where the dotted arrows are the right adjoints to the arrows in A given by the 
Kan-Yoneda formula. Recall that the squares with the d’s, d*‘s, j! and i!, as well as the 
squares with the d’s, d*‘s, j* and i*, commute up to natural isomorphisms. Also 
observe that, since O* is by definition the unique extension of c such that o*j, = ip, 
and since i! is fully faithful, we get 
u = i*a*j!. 
Incidentally, the fact that i* and j* are continuous is another crucial difference with 
the algebraic ase of commutative algebras, where the projection on the submodule of 
the elements of degree 1 is not an algebra homomorphism, but only a module 
homomorphism. The characterization theorem is now essentially proved. 
Theorem 4.1 (Characterizing toposes). The following are equivalent for an object d 
ofA: 
(i) ~4 is a topos; 
(ii) the unit 
has a right adjoint 3 in A such that Sq N- 1. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): if d is a topos, then d admits a presentation in which a is a lex 
functor. Hence, we can now use the universal property of the coinverter in R defining 
CSZ?, to produce a right adjoint 0 to q in Set-Mod, by observing that the lex composite 
ai* coinverts 6*: in fact, by the universal property of the lex completion, it is enough 
to show that the restriction along j! of the 2-cell &*a* is invertible, which is so since 
D = i*o**j!. So, ai* extends to a lex functor 8 in Set-Mod, which can be easily seen to 
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be a right adjoint to q. Also 81 ?: 1, using the universal property of a and the fact that 
i*i! N 1. 
Observe that when s@’ is already a topos, then by the previous lemma 6 has a further 
fully faithful right adjoint I?).,., 
which in fact exhibits d as an essential subtopos of Xr&‘, for which r3 = r3* and q = 0!. 
(ii) * (i): follows immediately from Corollary 3.1. 0 
The biadjoint pair ,E -I U induces a 2-monad 
..E:A +A 
with unit rl given by the universal maps 
Certainly, this 2-monad has the property considered by Kock [6], that for its algebras 
“structure is (right) adjoint to a fully faithful unit”, not too surprising if one considers 
that the monad C is the lex completion “lifted to A”, and if one recalls that the 
Kock-Ziiberlein property holds for the monad “lex completion” ( )* on Cat, so that 
the equational structure nsuring that ( )* is a Kock-Ziiberlein doctrine lifts to A. It is 
also an easy matter to verify that a cocontinuous functor between toposes is a mor- 
phism in R if and only if it is C-algebra homomorphism. Hence the characterization 
theorem also tells us that U is 2-monadic, and that the 2-category of algebras is 
precisely the 2-category R. Of course, the same remark applies to the simpler case of 
sup-lattices and frames. 
5. A site-like presentation of symmetric toposes 
The main point in this section is to show that for each object & of A there exists 
a canonically constructed topos Td such that 
The construction of Td is not only canonical, but is universal, in the sense that is in 
fact a left biadjoint to thefull inclusion of R into A, which we will denote by R+, and 
which in fact turns out to be part of an idempotent 2-monad on A, whose 2-category of 
algebras is Rf. T is again a Kock-Ziiberlein doctrine, so that toposes and cocontinu- 
ous functors between them can also be characterized in A as those objects d for which 
the unit 
is an equivalence. 
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The following observation that an object of R is small presented not only as an 
object of A, but also as an object of R, will be crucial for this section, Choose 
a presentation of an object of R as a coinverter in Set-Mod 
where a is a localization (e.g. the one define by [83). Since PC is also an object in R, we 
can extend the coinverter diagram to a diagram 
4 
m*yTk 
n 
I .%-, 
- 
d; +----- 
in R, and, using that a is lex, one has that a coinverts O’ too. Then, to show the 
universal property, just observe that, given a map 
f:PC -+Y 
in R, then the extension 
g:.?F+Y 
in Set-Mod, obtained by the fact that a’j, = rr, is in fact lex, because a is a localization, 
so that g -fu,. 
The above remark leads us to the consideration of the same construction, but 
performed for an arbitrary object d of A, not necessarily in R. This gives a topos 
SZ-=TTd 
and a morphism in A, uniquely determined by the universal property of d as 
a coinverter, as in the diagram in Set-Mod 
HID* UC’ -PC 
> 
4 
where the bottom diagram is a coinverter in R. We will show that this construction 
does enjoy functorial properties, i.e. that it extends to a pseudofunctor 
T:A+A. 
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Now, we only show that it enjoys the following universal property, from which it 
follows that Td is invariant with respect to the presentation of the object d 
as a “quotient” of P@, whose proof follows from the previous considerations, and 
from the following useful general fact about coinverters in R, which has a very 
simple proof. 
Lemma 5.1. Coinverters in R are .lex rejections into full subcategories (localizations). 
Proof. Simply using the standard factorization in Top of a geometric morphism into 
a surjection followed by an inclusion, the universal property of the coinverter gives the 
result. 0 
Corollary 5.1. Let 
be the inclusionfrom the poset of localizations of P@ to the (possibly large) poset of small 
presented “quotients” of P@; then the construction of Td is in fact the reflection 
Tc: Q,,(P@) -, Loc(P@) 
of the small presented quotients of P@ into the localizations of P@. 
From the universal property it follows that the unit 
of the reflection is an equivalence if and only if&’ is a localization. 
Theorem 5.1. The functor 
is an equivalence. 
Proof. First extend u*: d,* =s d: to a 2-cell 
d;’ 
PD**IjSP@* 
- 
d:’ 
in the same way as cr has been extended to 0’. Then observe that b being in R, still is 
a coinverter of the new 2-cell. So, the situation we end up is now summarized by the 
diagram 
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d; 
where the bottom diagram is a coinverter diagram in R, and hence is precisely the 
definition of Z(Td), and where the map c is the one induced by the fact that 
a coinverter in R is also a coinverter in Set-Mod. 0 
As far as the symmetric topos construction is concerned, Theorem 5.1 tells us that if 
we are interested in studying categories of cocontinuous functors from a category 
d in A to any topos 3, then there is always a topos Td associated to d having an 
equivalent symmetric topos, and hence an equivalent category of cocontinuous 
functors to any topos %. In other words, as long as a Set-cocomplete category admits 
a classifying topos for the category of cocontinuous functors to any topos, then we can 
replace it with a topos having equivalent categories of cocontinuous functors to any 
topos. Hence, for a description of symmetric topos, we can always assume that the 
starting category is already a topos. 
Starting with a topos .3?“, an explicit site presentation of the symmetric topos CX can 
be obtained using once again the work of Pitts [8]: given a site (C, J) of definition for 
3, Pitts constructs out of J a diagram in Set-Mod 
such that the associated sheaf functor is a coinverter in Set-Mod. Is then clear that if 
we extend the Pitt’s presentation as we indicated to a diagram in R via lex completions 
of C and ID, 
PD*j-&@* 
d: r 
then, for each topos Y, cocontinuous lex functors 
P@*+Y 
coinverting C* correspond to cocontinuous functors 
P@+Y 
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coinverting 0, so that a coinverter in R of the last diagram is the symmetric topos of 3. 
We can then use Proposition 1.5 of [S] to show that the topology J* induced by J on 
the lex completion @* of C is simply the one whose covers are the old ones on the old 
objects, and on the new objects X* are the covers which are obtained by pulling back 
old covers along new maps X* + Y, Y being an old object. 
A further piece of informations is given by the following lemma, which tells us that 
we can recover the original topos 95” in the lattice of subtoposes of PC* as the 
intersection of the subtopos PC with CL!Z, as well as gives an alternative description of 
the construction Td. 
Lemma 5.2. When P@a 3” is a topos, then the square 
is a bipushout in Set-Mod, hence in R, and in fact is an “absolute” one, i.e. preserved by 
any 2-functor. 
Proof. We already know that ai* 1: 8b. If 
x:P@ +43’, y:CX-+~ 
are two functors such that xi* N yb, then first observe that u = xa, 3: xa,@ N 
xi* b, q N ybb, r] N yq; then: ue N xa, 8 N xi* b N ybb, N y and ua N yqa 1: ybi! N 
xi*& = x. 
Also, u is essentially unique since 8q N 1. What we have in fact shown is that the 
given square is a bipushout in CAT, and an absolute one (i.e. preserved by any 
2-functor). So, it is also a bipushout in Set-Mod (and in R) since the given square is 
a square of cocontinuous (lex) functors. 0 
Observe that this lemma and Theorem 5.1 imply that also the square 
i* 
I I 
d 
is a bipushout, d being the extension to Cd of the functor 
This remark allows us to show what we said at the beginning of this section, namely 
that the T construction has a universal property, and hence is invariant under 
presentation. 
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Theorem 5.2. Recalling that Rf denotes the 2-category of toposes and cocontinuous 
functors between them, then the T construction is in fact a left biadjoint to the furl 
inclusion 
Proof. Using the previous notations, iff : d + .fZ is a cocontinuous functor to a topos 
!8, then it has a unique extension to a lex cocontinuous functor g : Zd + X, such that 
gq -f: Hence: 
fai* N gqai* N getai* N geci * N gedb. 
By the pushout property, there exists a unique cocontinuous 
such that hc N fa and hd N ged, or equivalently h N ge, since de N 1, which tells us 
that h must be ge. We only need to show that ht = f and that h is essentially unique 
with this property, Obviously ht N get N gq -f, and the essential uniqueness follows 
from the fact that if ht N kt, then also he II ke, so that h 31 k, since e is a reflection in 
a full subcategory, by Lemma 5.1. 0 
6. Final remarks 
Much remains to be done; we now only indicate some questions we do not know 
the answer to, and that we believe to be crucial for the full understanding of the 
subject. 
We need characterization theorems: as we mentioned in section 1, the explicit 
description of the free lex category @* should be useful in characterizing free lex 
categories, which should then be helpful in characterizing polynomial toposes; the 
hope is that this would then indicate how to characterize general symmetric toposes. 
A more ambitious program is to try to characterize categories of distributions, i.e. 
categories of points of symmetric toposes, hoping that this problem can have a solu- 
tion. 
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